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Abstract. Sonars are among the most popular navigation elements used
in autonomous vehicles. Beside their well known properties, they have
unexplored specifics offering interesting information. In this paper, we
present the results of an experiment with the drawbacks of sonars. Our
approach combined the regular information obtained from a sonar system with information deriving from measurement aberration. The experiments with an ultrasonic range measurement system of a mobile robot
showed that the usually neglected sonar drawbacks could be unusually
helpful. This paper emphasizes the effectiveness of identification, which
was calculated based on the ratio of the quantities of parallelepipeds to
cylinders. The experimental results are presented. Further work aims to
implement this idea on a robot on an HCR base. Another possibility is
also suitable implementation of map building with a relative degree of
confidence.
Keywords: shape recognition, sonar signal, features extraction, signal
analysis, mobile robotics
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Introduction

Sonar sensors are famous for their robustness and unambiguous acting for quite
narrow and strictly defined work conditions. To obtain satisfying accuracy in
distance measurement, one has to pay attention mainly to the applied sensor,
the send signal, and the method of processing the received echo-information. All
attempts to identify objects using sonar have to deal with the following problems:
– physical properties of objects: size, shape, material of which the object is
made, the surface of the object;
– relationship between the sensor and the object, such as distance, angle;
– complexity and number of objects to recognize;
– repositioning, the physical properties of objects at a time;
– external factors, such as temperature and humidity.
The most common way to use ultrasonic sensors today are sonar arrays, containing from 3 to 16 and more sensors. In contrast to a quite irrelevant, single
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sonar sensor measurement, a data sequence from a sonar array allows compensation of the drawbacks of the acoustic signals to some level. In this paper, we
present a complimentary attempt: in addition to the classical signal recovery
and ridding of bad echoes, we sorted them and brought them into use. In our experiment, we tested shape distinguishing using simple objects, such as cylinders
and parallelepipeds. A set of shape recognition rules was set and implemented in
a real-time system: NXT robot. The tests have proved the off-line assumptions
and calculations.
An important aspect of the study was to estimate the possibility of not only
identifying the objects, but also their exact orientation and collocations. Hence,
building maps to a relative degree of confidence [1] is a future aim.
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Related Work

The most popular uses of ultrasonic signals are distance establishment and obstacle detection [2], localization [3] and avoidance [4]. It should not be forgotten,
though, that sonar sequences contain much information about the environment
[5] from such sources as inferential echo signals from all possible reflection surfaces in the environment the robot is acting in [6].
Although the sonar possesses a set of well known advantages, such as its wide
accessibility, relative good accuracy and low costs, its main disadvantage are connected with the conical emission area of the signal. That is the orgin of faked
measurements occurring in the signal sequences. The more complex the structure of the environment, the more additional complicating and disturbing echoes
arise. That complicates too much for direct use of sonar data for object recognition or topological localization. An well-known way to solve these problems is
using neural networks [7], [8], [9], genetic algorithms [10], Fuzzy Artmap [11],
Hough transform [12] or an extended Kalman filter [13]. Researches involved the
analysis of a two objects based on Continuously Transmitted Frequency Modulated ultrasonic sensor [14].
All these methods require quite many calculations and the real-time work of
sonar-based systems at times significantly slows down. But on the other hand
all these approaches consider only ultrasonic echoes, neglecting measurements
in which a non echo comes back etc.
In our work, we took into account not only the ’regular’ information, delivered
from sonar sensors, but also ’hidden’ information. We acted on signal features,
which were the result of the specific interaction between the sonar sensor and
certain objects. In comparison to the mentioned methods, we used minimal computation, simultaneously keeping a very high identification effectiveness of shape
recognition.
The first information about use of sonar shortcomings are described in [15].
In this article, we present enriched experience and extended explanation of the
identification effectiveness using our shape recognition method.
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3

System Structure

We present a complimentary attempt: beside the classical signal recovery and
ridding of the bad echos, we sorted them and brought them in use. In our experiment, we tested shape distinguishing using simple objects, such as cylinders and
parallelepipeds. A set of shape recognition rules was set and implemented in a
real-time system: NXT robot. Each of the mobile robots was used as an independent data collecting vehicle. So far, the tests have proved the offline assumptions
and calculations.
Considering the specificity of sonar signals, the first stage of research involved
data processing (Fig. 1). The information gathered from the sonar system was
treated in different ways while searching for the most relevant interpretation.
The robot route is straight passing beside the obstacles. The robot maintains a
path parallel to the wall.
Observing the collected data gathered from the sonar sensors, we noticed
a number of interesting dependencies between the received reflections and the
history of scanning. Finally, a set of object features enabling effective object
recognition emerged. This can be considered the separate second stage of the
study. The most essential features are described in the next section.

Fig. 1. Stages of the system

We used a simple set of objects: two types of solids - parallelepipeds and
cylinders. The tests shown in the third section were done on several different
sizes of each type. The final, third stage of our system was developing recognition
rules, which had been applied to the real-time test vehicle and proved the primary
idea - to get more than the usual noise using only very simple tools.
In our experiments, we achieved over 80% accuracy in shape recognition. The
experimental results are shown in the last section. The further work aims an
implementation in mobile robot localization. A hybrid location method is being
developed to test the pattern recognition approach in real-time conditions. Its
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main point is building a relative confidence degree map to defining the vehicle
location. The method is described generally at the end of the article.

4

Simple Shape Recognition Method

The most common approach to shape recognition is to consider shape context.
The features used in this methodology are based on complex data related directly to the analyzed objects. We present a shape recognition method that also
uses indirect data, such as reflections, which we called ”glitters” in this paper.
To implement our approach, we consider the following steps: (1) primary data
collection, (2) initial features extraction, (3) final features extraction (4) shape
recognition rules building.
For all these phases, the robot passed a distance D scanning the environment
along its path and gathering data (Fig. 1).
4.1

Primary Data Collection

Walking a certain distance, the experimental vehicle collects a set of distance
measurements. The raw data are processed twice:
a First, the raw sonar data it was smoothed so that the registered shapes became
sharper and more reliable. The results of this smoothing was very appreciable
and observable if one visualizes the data stream.
b Simultaneously, all data exceptions and irregularity were counted exactly,
related, and compared.
All data irregularities were removed (Fig. 2). Among the registered values,
there were many ’glitters’ - reading exceptions observed by comparison with
neighboring ones. Their quick smoothing facilitated further processing of the
received signal. Simultaneously, these irregularities were statistically assessed.
4.2

Initial Features Extraction

The first features extraction was based on regularly shaped data, obtained from
double smoothed sonar sequences. The secondary correction was focused on
larger ’exceptions’ and smoothing of the discovered shapes (Fig. 2). The socalled ’exceptions’ were a result of overlapping echoes from various objects and
measurements made in sequence. This will be especially useful in the future
development of the system in the navigation area.
The very first phase of the research used a single object scene: the robot
scanned and saved data from a single object. It was indispensable to extract
all the necessary information for effective object recognition. After many observations, based on the acoustic rules and simplification derived from the chosen
work conditions, several important dependencies were found.
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Fig. 2. Raw sonar measurements and real objects

The adjustment scheme was empirically determined during the experiments
and was part of a continued refinement-cast. The primary consideration allowed
to appoint one of the most important features, used in further features determination.
Minimal measured distance: DM IN The meaning of this parameter is useful for detecting if it is an edge, side or cylinder. The minimal value itself is
very important, but it becomes meaningful only after colligation with 10 to 30
contiguous distances.
4.3

Final Features Extraction

The main idea of our approach is based on investigating the irregularities in sonar
measurements, taking into account the sequences in which they appear and the
rules of this irregularity. The extracted features were used for building the shape
recognition rules. Every file with data saved from the sonar was interpreted as
a vector. The most important selected characteristics were:
Wall-greater distances: DOV - percentage of measurements greater than the
distance to the wall NW
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The source of such values can be different: NXT sonars use value ’255’ as
an error measurement; normally it should mean 255 cm, but in fact it means
non-response was registered; even if the obstacle is so near that the reflections of
the send signal cannot reach the receiver. The total value of DOV is calculated
as follows:
DOV =

(N255 + NGW )
N

(1)

Where:
N255 - number of ’255’ values,
NGW - number of values greater than the distance to the wall,
N - total number of measurements.
Alien echos: DN R - percentage of measured distances less than NW although
no object is displaced at the spot
Obviously, this is the result of delayed or side reflections:
DN R =

NLLW
N

(2)

Where:
NLLW - number of values less than the distance to the wall, cached in the
object’s free space.
4.4

Shape Recognition Rules

A set of DN R = f (DOV ) characteristics for ca. several hundred vectors were
built. Some of them will be shown in the next section. A linear dependence
(Fig. 3), which was implemented and loaded on the robot for online tests, resulted from the characteristic families. This is the most important, next to the
extraction of features, step in the process of object recognition. When the optimal set of features has been selected, it is time to create a classifier. There are
three different methods:
1. The concept of similarity - the simplest and most common approach, known
as ’template matching’.
2. Probabilistic approach: includes methods based on the Bayesian decision
rule, maximum likelihood or density estimation.
3. Building of decision limitations based on optimizing some error criteria:
Fisher’s linear discriminant, multilayer perceptions, decision tree.
Our approach was based on the first method. We studied the features extracted
out in the previous subsection, as well as their behavior and relations to each
other. This allowed us to discriminate parallelepipeds and cylinders with minimum calculations. An optimization of these observations is proof of the simple
reliance between DOV and DN R .
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Fig. 3. Distinguishing parallelepipeds and cylinders

Example of the dependency DN R = f (DOV ) is visualized in Fig. 3. The
optimal clustering generated a linear function which was different for every group
of objects. In fact, a rule generalizing these differences can be found. Objects
clustering was determined by linear function FCL (x) = ax + b. Points located
on the same side of the line belong to the same cluster.
Finding the best function consists of several steps:
1. Defining points in a certain distance from each other on the x and y axes:
the parameters DOV and DN R got integer values from 0 to 100. Thus, we
assumed that if the distance between two points is greater than 1, it is a
sufficient condition to set an optimal line.
2. Then, a collection of lines for each of these points is appointed. Or for each
point a dozen simple lines are determined. They all differ by a factor. The
difference between the lines is 2. In a single group, at least a few thousand
had been checked.
3. By evaluating the test collection, the best of the lines was selected.

5

Identification Effectiveness

Because of observations of various orientations of the parallelepipeds, the difference in the number of scanned cylinders and parallelepipeds was significant.
Therefore, in order to ensure objective evaluation, a secondary factor S was introduced, depending on the total number of cylinders C, and the total number
of parallelepipeds P . In this way, we could save the S = P/C. Thanks to the
difference in the number of measurements, it will not affect final effectiveness.
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The effectiveness of R identification was calculated based on the ratio of the
quantity of parallelepipeds to cylinders on the same side of the line. Indexes O
stand for objects over the line and U for those under. So, for both cases RU and
RO we obtain:
RU = SU (SU + CU P )

(3)

P
SO + CO P

(4)

CO P + SO
CU P + SU
+ RO
)100
S+C
S+C

(5)

RO = CO
Hence, we get R1 :
R1 = (RU

Later, you could make the opposite assumptions that under the line there
are cylinders and over parallelepipeds:
R2 = 1 − R1

(6)

R = max(R1 , R2 )

(7)

And finally:
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Tests and Experimental Results

Through the experiments we conducted, we found that the most appropriate
way to obtain satisfactory and relevant shape recognition requires splitting the
measurements into several groups, considering the minimum read distance. This
range clustering was determined during the hundreds of tests. We generalized
several variants considering the specific effectiveness for separate distance fractions and the complex effectiveness for the total experiment.
Here we present an optimal division of the distance ranges, where the complex
effectiveness manifest stability. Groups, to which we assigned individual points
were:
a) 8 - 25 cm,
b) 26 - 40 cm,
c) 41 - 60 cm,
d) 61 - 80 cm,
e) 81 - 120 cm.
In the realization of this study, we conducted over 500 tests divided into two
sets:
– Teaching set - used exclusively for deriving proprer clustering for the objects,
– Testing set - serving only for the evaluation of clustering effectiveness.
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Fig. 4. Clustering functions for different data groups: a) 8-25 cm; b) 26-40 cm; c) 41-60
cm; d) 61-80 cm; e) 81 - 125 cm
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The results of the clustering function derive are shown as a set of graphs.
The tests, repeated several hundred times, proved the calculated accuracy. When
interpreting them, you should take into account that for the largest distances
(> 100cm) most of the test objects were hardly ’visible’ thus parameters DOV
and DN R were almost the same. Figure 4 shows the end selected separating
lines or clustering function FCL () for all five distance groups. The dependency
between the function parameters are not the center of attention for this issue. To
make things more clear, X-points are all unrecognized or incorrectly recognized
figures.
The lowest effectiveness of the clustering function FCL () was 74.05% - refers
to the nearest group of objects (Fig. 5). Its main weaknesses were parallelepipeds
parallel to the robot path. The best effectiveness 96.15% was reached in the third
group 41-60 cm. The linearity is changing is non linear, but possesses a logical
rule: The hardware unfortunately disallows work with longer distances.

Fig. 5. Effectiveness for the distance groups
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Conclusions

The focus of this paper was identification effectiveness, which was calculated
using the ratio of the number of parallelepipeds to cylinders. We considered not
only the ’regular’ information, delivered from sonar sensors, but also ’hidden’
information and acted on signal features, which were the result of the specific
interaction between the sonar sensor and certain objects.
The results of our experience with sonar drawbacks substantiate the developed method of simple shape recognition. Our approach combines the regular
information obtained from the sonar system with measurements of aberration
derivative. This original approach minimizes calculations for real-time implementation.
We presented a shape recognition rule: linear function FCL () expressing the
dependencies between the sonar signal features in the described conditions. The
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average accuracy we achieved was 86.28%. The tests on the robot Lego Mindstoms NXT proved the effectiveness of function FCL ().
Our further plans are to find general rules for shape distinguishing and also
position recognition, which we partly touched on in our studies.
We intend to explore new features based on acoustic signal dependencies and
additionally to increase the number of ultrasonic receivers. Further work also
aims to use a new mobile robot on the HCR base, which will allow to implement
this shape recognition method in building building a relative degree of confidence
maps.
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